
at different localities and dates around Cape Crozier.
Radiocarbon analysis of penguin carcasses, which
cover the surface layer of the colony in high numbers
(25 to 85 mummies per 25 sq m), will give another
way of determining recent and historic population
fluctuations. The carbon-14 method, in the same

anner, might be of value to find out the colonization
date of penguins at Cape Crozier.

The study was supplemented by visits to Cape
(oyds and Cape Bird, the other Adélie colonies on
Ross Island, in February, and to Cape Hallett in

ovember.
The study was supported by the National Science

foundation and the Deutsche Forschungsgemein-
chaft. I thank Dr. George A. Llano, National Science

foundation, and Dr. Dietland Müller-Schwarze, Utah
State University, for making possible my research
work in Antarctica, and I gratefully acknowledge
leld assistance of Christine and Dietland Muller-
Schwarze, Roberto P. Schiatter, and Robert C. Wood.
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Adélie penguin studies
at Hallett Station
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Four studies of the Adélie penguin were conducted
at Hallett Station during the 1970-1971 season.
Three concerned factors affecting embryo and chick
development:

J . A. Weinrich continued his study of the influence
of temperature on embryonic development. He col-
lected 112 first-eggs within 2 hours after laying and
incubated them artificially. The general results were:
ihe optimum incubation temperature is 34°C.; the
mbryos develop more rapidly but abnormally at

38°C. and 40'C. than at 34°C.; and the blastoderm
grows at 30°C., but the embryo does not differen-
tiate. Of the penguins whose first egg was taken,

percent laid a third egg.
D. V. Derksen continued his time-lapse motion

picture studies of the incubation behavior of nesting

July—August 1971

pairs. A frame-by-frame analysis of films from two
seasons of work is providing a detailed record of
behavioral activities influencing incubation of eggs.

C. L. Steffen studied two factors that control
clutch size. The number of eggs that can be success-
fully incubated by a pair of penguins was determined
by comparing the incubation period and hatching
success in artificial one-, two-, and three-egg clutches
with natural one- and two-egg clutches. The number
of young that can be successfully reared by a pair of
penguins was determined by comparing chick growth
and survival in artificial three-chick nests with natural
one- and two-chick nests.

The fourth study was related to pioneering of
nesting Adélies on land exposed by the cleanup of
debris at Hallett Station. Penguins are expected to
reclaim areas from which debris is removed, and
this increase in nesting area could cause the Adélie
penguin population to increase or shift. To measure
this change, an accurate yearly census is required.
L. H. Fredrickson obtained aerial photographs of
the rookery and compared counts made from these
photographs with counts he made on the ground.
Annual aerial photographs of the rookery are planned
to provide an accurate census.

Flipper banding of large numbers of chicks was
begun this year. More than 5,000 Adélie penguin
chicks were banded with USARP-type bands num-
bered O1T-00001 through O1T-05000 and fabricated
under the Iowa State University antarctic program.
These bands bear the address AVISE SMITHSONIAN,
WASHINGTON, D.C. U.S.A. Also used were USARP bands
bearing the usual F. & W. SERV. address and numbered
509-73536 through 509-73750. Among other things,
this program will help us to accurately estimate chick
survival and to determine what age class of penguins
will nest in the reclaimed areas.

Also banded this season were Adélie penguins of
unknown age (USARP bands 509-73497 through
509-73535) and skua chicks (USARP bands 727-
62750 through 727-62800).

Antarctic avian population studies,
1970-1971
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The 10th successive season of Wood's skua studies
at Cape Crozier on Ross Island extended from
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